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As an owner of a great Motiv ring since 2017, Ill miss the price and the simple functions.since I have seizures
(head trauma) occasionally when I forget to take my meds, I used the Motiv primarily to track my sleep length,
heart rate, and amount/type/intensity of physical behavior. I dont need a ring thats huge (the Motiv is slim and
not clunky/thick like the Oura) and has sooo much more busy amounts of tracking data. Cant anyone just
design/market a simple/slender ring like the Motiv for those of us who dont want or need more Not to mention the
pricewhile the Motivs price in 2017 $200.oowas a bit steep, it was a hell of a lot cheaper than going to the doctor
frequently, just to be told Yep, youre okay then have to pay a bazillion dollars. The Motiv was a great partner for
ongoing knowledge as to when I should ratchet back on too high activity and not enough to eat ( I tend to get
distracted and forget to eat for most of a day, which stresses my body, which stresses my brain, and-wham!
Stoopid brain injury. ) Anyhoo, the Motivs simple approach helped me to stay on top of that..now it quit even
charging; I found out it had been bought, and was no longer being supported. *Commence ex-Navy sailor
swearing* WTH! Grrrrrrr. I need a SIMPLE ring. I had the oUrta app on my Garmin watch and I bought my
moto360 from them so that the data was synced. That worked well. The “sleep” data was very accurate. It would
say I had a good night’s sleep with or without the app. For a few days the app would be slowing my watch by a
minute or two every hour, but that stopped after a week. You can also go manually into your own sleep data.
When I turn my sleep data off, the “sleep” app keeps recording as far as I can tell. So, I use the sleep app
manually when I want to review my sleep data to see how I slept. They may add a manual mode to the app.
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The Android app does not have the sleep analysis functions. A feature that I would like to see in the Android app
is to be able to save a night of sleep using the data. I don’t know if this is possible but I could see it useful for

monitoring changes in sleep over time. In summary, yes, but there are some hiccups. Note that the two are not
mutually exclusive. A wearable being accurate doesn’t mean people will wear it. Also consider that most data
analysis is done on a desktop computer, but this is cumbersome and inconvenient. i havent seen any data on

oura 3. I've heard that on the list of tracking sleep you can do 11 hours and Oura will still count the last 5 as deep
sleep. Just 1 or 2 extra hours of deep sleep results in that one bad day. I just ordered a new Oura 3. I am hoping

to keep the sleep info available from oura 2 as that data should be more accurate. It appears as if the polling info
on my oura 2 may be accurate as only at certain times can they find a heartbeat. Do you have any data on this.

Reviews state that its night time sleep tracking is accurate. Im not convinced. I used to use the Motiv ring
everyday and its sleep data improved my sleep each week. Even though Im not fully convinced by the sleep data,

the Motiv ring was a definite worth having. The Motiv ring has been with me 10 months now and the battery is
still going strong. I dont really use any other tracking apps besides the Motiv as its the only ring I use and it works

with my Apple Watch and my cell phone. The Motiv ring has allowed me to monitor my sleep under work
circumstances when time was at a premium. If you have a device that supports Apple watch, this is a great

solution. 5ec8ef588b
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